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SDK/Driver Status
The Gen3 SDK, for Alpha Data
Virtex-6 and Kintex-7 products,
is at version 1.5.0.

The Gen3 Driver is at version
1.4.9.

The Gen2 SDK, for Alpha Data
Virtex-II, Virtex-4 and Virtex-5
products, is at version 4.9.3.

The Gen2 Driver is at version
3.17 (Windows), 2.12.0
(Linux).

For details and download
instructions visit the Alpha
Data Website.

Xilinx Virtex-7
Products

Available Now

The Alpha Data ADM-XRC-
7V1 is still one of the few
Virtex-7 based FPGA cards on
the market. Providing the
designer with an extensive
SDK with example designs and
device drivers for Windows
and Linux with support for
VxWorks systems as well. This
makes the 7V1 the ideal
system to create your next
product on.

Coming Soon

Alpha Data shall soon be
releasing a new line of FPGA
platform products. These
products are all designed as
3U VPX modules. Taking the
functionality of the ADM-XRC-
6T1, ADM-XRC-7K1 and
ADM-XRC-7V1 into the VPX
market. Check out the next
Alpha Data Newsletter (Q1
2013) for further details or
contact Alpha Data
Information for the latest news
on the products.

Xilinx Alliance
Program

Alpha Data is a Certified
Member of the Xilinx Alliance
Program. This means that our
customers can be assured that
Alpha Data continues to get
the best out of the Xilinx
products and passes these
benefits onto them.

The Product - From Conception to Installation

When starting a new product development cycle, time is nearly always short. Using a
pre-existing piece of hardware that provides the basics for the design, memory, I/O
Interface, and host interface the designer can concentrate on the core of the design.
Choosing the right hardware allows the designer to integrate the three phases of
product development: Design - Develop - Deploy.

Design
With the addition of the ADC-XMC-II carrier card the
7V1 readily slots into your desktop PC, providing the
designer with a complete design environment to design,
simulate and test in hardware. Add the required IO
functionality from the Alpha Data XRM catalog and you
can connect it up to the rest of the system straight from
your PC.

Develop
When it is time to build your product all you need do is
take the 7V1 from your PC and plug it into the target
system (whether it is a PC or SBC with XMC interfaces).
System integration can now take place without the
designers having to restructure or recode the design. Of
course, the IO module still provides a consistent IO
interface so no changes there either.

Deploy
The 7V1 is then ready for deployment as part of the
final system. The design does not require migrating to
another platform and go through the process of meeting
timing and verifying the I/O interfaces again.

Continuity
Due to the ability of the 7V1 to perform through all stages of your products'
development, there is no need to use any other FPGA development system. No
migration required from a stand-alone development platform to the actual product
platform, eliminating issues arising from differences between the two systems.

Upgrading
Should the product require updates to the IO standard used or the sampling speed of
the Analog to Digital conversion then this may just involve replacing the XRM IO module
on the 7V1 and changing your designs' IO interface. No need to completely redesign
the FPGA board precluding timescale issues, new production tooling costs and
procurement of new components.

AXI4 - Integration Simplified

As FPGAs get larger and their complexity increases, the task of designing the next
product becomes harder to manage. As a means to make system level development
manageable Xilinx created their Platform Studio Software (XPS aka EDK).

XPS provides a graphical method for connecting processors and standard IO Modules
together using standard IO protocols such as AXI4. This allows complex systems to be
easily wired up.

When designing with Alpha Data products (Virtex-6 onwards) the user interface to the
host processor is based on an MPTL block in the target FPGA. Including this core in an
AXI4 system now allows the users host processor to become a part of the embedded
system.

Alpha Data now has a design flow available that enables this level of integration. AXI4
modules for XPS are available for each FPGA family (V6, K7 and V7). These modules
provide each data port (DMA and direct access interfaces) as a separate (fully memory
mapped) AXI4 interface.

Just wire these up to the rest of the design and you can have DMA access to your
memory, simple memory read/write access to you configuration and control registers.
These modules work with the software development kit and driver provided with all
Alpha Data FPGA boards, allowing simple design of the host application code.

Check out the AXI4 tutorial for Alpha Data Virtex 6, Kintex 7 and Virtex 7 boards that
guides the designer through the integration process.

Camera Link
Products

Alpha Data's FMC-CAMERALINK

provides the connection
between powerful FPGA
processors and a wide range
of cameras, image sensors,
and scientific instruments.
Providing base, dual base,
medium and full Camera Link
modes, the FMC-CAMERALINK

offers the ability to implement
applications such as frame-
grabbers, camera emulators,
machine vision, digital video
and image processing
systems in the FPGA.
Combined with Alpha Data's
latest Virtex-6 or Virtex-7
FPGA boards, and Camera
Link IP blocks, it provides a
total solution for computer
vision, scientific imaging, and
commercial or defence
surveillance applications
enabled with Camera Link.

Alpha Data Inc GSA
Products

"Alpha Data Inc. is pleased to
announce that the U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA)
has awarded Alpha Data Inc. a
Multiple Award Schedule
contract (MAS) on IT Schedule
70 (Contract # GS-35F-0323Y).
Under the five year contract,
Alpha Data Inc. will be listed as
a government-approved vendor
and can provide powerful
reconfigurable technology to
U.S. federal, state, and local
governments.

Available for ordering directly
through the GSA Advantage!®
online shopping and ordering
system, the ADM-XRC-5T2-
LX330T-1/X is a high
performance reconfigurable
PMC (PCI Mezzanine Card)
based on the Xilinx® Virtex-5
LXT ranges of Platform FPGAs.
Features include high speed
PCI-X® interface, external
memory, high density I/O,
programmable clocking,
temperature monitoring, battery
backed encryption (by using an
appropriate XRM I/O Module)
and flash boot facilities."

Visit the GSA Website for full
details.
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